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Launch into Fun
Stuff a spongy featherweight ball into his mouth, grab your 

Popper around his belly, give him a squeeze, hear a pleasing pop, 
and watch the ball sail up to 20 feet! The harder you squeeze, the 
faster and farther the ball shoots! Air-powered, the super-safe, 
soft balls are perfect for both indoor and outdoor play. 

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Animal_Poppers_s/1858.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=poppers
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Animal_Poppers_s/1858.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=poppers


Swirled SkyBalls
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SkyBalls!
The four-inch Sky Ball is a hyper-charged helium- and 

air-filled ball that out-bounces every other ball on the 
playground. How high can you bounce it? The record is 
75 feet, though the average Timberdoodle employee 
bounced it half as high. Can you do better? Sky Balls 
are sealed and non-porous so they remain helium-filled 
indefinitely.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Maui_Toys_Swirl_Atom_Sky_Ball_4_inch_p/647-skyball.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=swirlskyball


Bug-filled SkyBalls
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Maui_Toys_Nature_Bug_Sky_Ball_4_inch_p/647-nball.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=bugskyball
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/FirstBIKE_Racing_Balance_Bike_p/634-bike.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=firstbike


Best Glider on the Market!
Made of a high-tech frame that is weatherproof 

and doesn’t scratch, splinter, swell, or rust like 
wood or metal frames, the FirstBIKE is extremely 
lightweight (just 8 pounds), strong yet flexible, and 
very durable. 

Includes:
• Safety grips on handles 
• Sealed industrial wheel bearings 
• Hand-controlled, rear drum SafetyStop™ brake
• Distinctive seat provides downhill stability
• World-renowned Schwalbe Big Apple tires
• Front and rear mudguards 
• Reflective stickers 
• Height adjustments with the turn of a knob

FirstBIKE comes with a 
lifetime warranty on both 
the frame and the fork, 
and a 5-year warranty on 
everything else.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/FirstBIKE_Racing_Balance_Bike_p/634-bike.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=firstbike
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Skyline_Zipline_90_Feet_p/073-390.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=zipline
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Skyline
Now zip-lines are not just for children who love the adrenaline rush of hurtling through the air. The 

all-new Skyline, from the makers of our Slackline, is solid enough for the entire family. If you have 
the trees, you can transform your dull, lifeless backyard into the hot spot for the entire neighborhood. 
Skyline’s easy-glide steel trolley has rubber-gripped handles for a secure ride along the high-quality 
steel cable. The Skyline will provide hours of backyard entertainment and unforgettable experiences 
while improving strength, athletic skills, and balance. Soon your whole neighborhood will be gliding 
effortlessly through the wide blue yonder. Weight capacity is 250 pounds.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Skyline_Zipline_90_Feet_p/073-390.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=zipline


Lite
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RingStix Pro
RingStix Pro is a high-speed, easy-to-learn outdoor game that 

combines the accuracy of catch with the pluckiness of a sword fight. 
Using two 25-inch sword-shaped sticks, one player applies a flaring 
motion to propel the five-inch ring forward. The other player uses his 
sticks to catch the flying ring, then slings the ring back.

RingStix Lite
RingStix Lite uses colorful 22-inch sword-shaped sticks. Made a bit 

smaller than the RingStix Pro, the RingStix Lite is ideal for smaller hands 
and for those amazing tricks we all hope to master.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/RingStix_Pro_Family_Bundle_p/626-627.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=ringstixpro
http://www.timberdoodle.com/RingStix_Lite_Family_Bundle_p/626-632.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=ringstixlite
http://www.timberdoodle.com/RingStix_Lite_Family_Bundle_p/626-632.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=ringstixlite
http://www.timberdoodle.com/RingStix_Lite_Family_Bundle_p/626-632.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=ringstixlite


Pro
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/RingStix_Pro_Family_Bundle_p/626-627.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=ringstixpro
http://www.timberdoodle.com/RingStix_Lite_Family_Bundle_p/626-632.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=ringstixlite


Homeschool Thrill-Seeking
One of the hottest sports among high-school and college 

students in Europe is now available for thrill-seeking 
homeschoolers. A slackline provides a more “animated” feel than 
a tightrope; its bouncing makes for an extra-lively, unpredictable 
ride. The Gibbon Funline Slackline is specially designed for novices 
of all ages, even younger children. The two-inch-wide webbing is 
ultra-grippy to help little feet stay in place. This is a very portable 
group activity, perfect for anywhere a crowd gathers. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Gibbon_Funline_Slackline_p/073-073.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=slackline


Watch Out!
Have you tried to kick something 

when it is hurtling through the 
darkness with colored LEDs 
flashing and morphing hovering 
on a cushion of air? No? Then you 
must try the Air Power Soccer 
Disc. It takes very little effort 
to send it spinning across the 
room or patio, but its cushy outer 
rim safely protects furniture, 
walls, and younger siblings while 
allowing great rebounding action. 
The Light-Up Air Power Soccer 
Disc’s LEDs will never burn out. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Air_Power_Soccer_Disk_Light_Up_p/592-592.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=airsoccer


Archelino 
The Ark is built, the animals have assembled, but who goes where? 

Follow the clues, deduce the answer, and you are on your way. Correct 
placement of the animals ensures a peaceful journey. Archelino 
challenges will introduce your preschooler to logic and keep him 
thinking for hours. Technically for ages four and older, but we have 
seen many three-year-olds eager to solve the puzzles.

My kids adored 
this game from 
the start!” - ND 
mom
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Archelino_p/265-865.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=archelino
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Archelino_p/265-865.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=archelino
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Archelino_p/265-865.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=archelino
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Archelino_p/265-865.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=archelino


My 3 1/2 year old daughter likes 

to do this activity. She enjoys the 

hands-on component and feels 

like she gets to do a ‘school’ activity while her 

older siblings are ‘doing school.’ I appreciate the 

simplistic designs and pictures. Great quality 

materials” - Scrapbook Mo
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/bambinoLUK_s/1838.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=bambino
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A Classic for 40 Years
 Young children are almost 

always hands-on learners, so we 
recommend adding a hands-on 
thinking program to any written 
curriculum to add balance and 
success. For this age group, the 
most comprehensive program 
is the Bambino LUK with its 
easy-to-operate controller and 
six large, sturdy tiles housed in 
a transparent case. A variety of 
workbooks target memorization, 
concentration, visual perception, 
logical thinking, linguistic skills, 
and basic arithmetic. Perfect for 
children ages two to five.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/bambinoLUK_s/1838.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=bambino
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Vikings Brainstorm 
The Viking ship, one of the greatest technical and artistic achievements of the 

European dark ages, had the muscle to survive ocean crossings with a draft of as 
little as twenty inches. But how did these ships handle a storm at sea? In Vikings 
Brainstorm, you will help Vikings to navigate their ships out of the tempest by rotating 
the unique puzzle pieces, always being mindful that one puzzle piece can block the 
movement of the other ships. Can you get all four ships to their proper destinations?

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Vikings_Brainstorm_p/203-205.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=viking
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Vikings_Brainstorm_p/203-205.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=viking


Vividly Beautiful Jigsaw Puzzles
Don’t settle for just a flat-image puzzle when you can enjoy the challenge of one of 

the new 3D Lenticular Puzzles from The Purple Cow.  Each dazzlingly beautiful jigsaw 
puzzle with award-winning photography, shows dramatic depth as your viewing angle 
changes. Composed of durable foam-backed pieces, each of the 3D Lenticular Puzzles 
comes packaged in an elegant printed storage tin with a lenticular image of the finished 
puzzle
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Lenticular_Puzzle_Siberian_Tigers_Fighting_p/633-104.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=lenticulartiger
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Lenticular_Puzzle_Siberian_Tigers_Fighting_p/633-104.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=lenticulartiger
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Lenticular_Puzzle_Elephant_Swimming_p/633-060.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=lenticularelephant
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Lenticular_Puzzle_Elephant_Swimming_p/633-060.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=lenticularelephant
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Anaconda
While the largest anaconda ever measured was almost twenty-eight feet 

long and probably weighed over 500 lbs., Anaconda is small enough to fit 
into your child’s backpack and is definitely more lap-friendly! Make more 
than 100 complete snakes from head to tail with the gorgeous, double-
sided tile puzzle pieces. Anaconda’s puzzle tiles and booklet fit neatly into 
a nifty storage compartment. 

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Anaconda_p/203-105.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=anaconda
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Sequence the Tiles– 
Crack the Code!

Color Code uses eighteen 
bold, colored shapes, each on 
a see-through tile. Pick a Color 
Code challenge, then stack 
the tiles to recreate the exact 
composition presented by the 
challenge. However, you are 
not only working to sequence 
the shapes and colors, but also 
the direction! With 100 multi-
level problems, Color Code is 
challenging for all ages.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Color_Code_p/203-090.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=colorcode
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Smart Cookies 
Don’t leave their brains half-baked. With Smart Cookies your child will be learning 

to think logically as he devours 64 brain-building puzzles offered in a yummy cookie 
format. New concepts are introduced in a measured manner, each additional snack-
sized concept requiring your child to use more complex reasoning skills. Recommended 
for ages six and up, but with help, a child as young as four would benefit from the skills 
taught in Smart Cookies.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Smart_Cookies_p/265-750.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=smartcookie


ConeZILLA
Use colorful and mouth-watering ice cream scoops to help your little ones learn 

number values, while working on crucial memory and basic strategy skills. This 
deliciously simple game of memory and tactic will have you and your children racing 
to be the first to build your spectacular 10-scoop ice cream ConeZILLA.  For 2 to 4 
players ages 6 and older, ConeZILLA has won the Seal of Excellence from Creative Child 
Magazine. 

23
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Camouflage the 
Animals!

Polar bears on the ice, 
whales in the water; arrange 
the six transparent puzzle 
pieces so that the animals are 
camouflaged in their correct 
environments. But watch out 
– don't let them overlap the 
hunters! Camouflage North 
Pole has forty-eight chilly and 
challenging puzzles to choose 
from, and everything tucks 
neatly in the storage tray.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Camouflage_North_Pole_p/203-520.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=camouflagenorth
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Penguins on Ice 
Ice floating on the sea is sliding and gliding 

all the time, and so do the penguins that 
live on it. The object of Penguins on Ice is to 
pack the ice so that every puzzle tile can fit 
on the game board while making sure that 
all the penguins are in their assigned spots. 
Cute, clever, and challenging! Penguins on 
Ice includes sixty challenges and is suitable 
for ages six and older

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Penguins_on_Ice_p/203-093.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=penguinsonice


Knights, Princesses, Castles
What child does not thrill to 

knights, princesses, and castles? 
Camelot Jr. has all that and more. 
The noble knight and the gentle 
princess long to be reunited. 

Can your child create a path 
for the knight and his princess to 

come together using these beautiful 
hardwood towers and stairs? With forty-

eight challenges of increasing difficulty, 
Camelot Jr. will give your children hours of brain-
stretching fun! 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Camelot_Junior_p/203-117.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=camelot


Forty-eight Different Car Puzzles
There are many more 

ways of building a car than 
preschoolers realize! The 
object of this 3-D puzzle is 
to make a car that matches 

the image shown in the 
challenge. SmartCar 
includes forty-eight 
challenges ranging 
from easy to 
difficult, solutions, 
wooden car chassis, 
and four colorful 
wooden blocks. 
For ages three to 
eight.

27

http://www.timberdoodle.com/SmartCar_p/203-123.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=smartcargame
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Angry Birds on Top
The very popular Angry Birds app has captivated children with its fun, colorful 

characters. Now those same characters present a nice introduction to logical thinking. 
Place a challenge card underneath the transparent lid, then move the five transparent 
sliding pieces until all of the pigs are covered with Angry Birds – but take care that the 
birds are not trapped in the cage! Angry Birds on Top is designed for ages 5 and up.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Angry_Birds_On_Top_Smart_Game_p/203-050.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=angrybirdsontop


Logik Street
There is no better way for your child to learn logic than with his hands. Manipulating 

the colorful pieces as he analyzes each Logik Street clue will help him to identify the 
logical associations between people, places, and pets. Logik Street will help your child 
develop the logic, comprehension, visual tracking, and mental organization skills vital 
to academic success. It will also lead to better test scores and, most important of all, 
real-life problem solving. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Logik_Street_p/495-400.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=logikstreet
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/HABA_Blink_Click_p/720-750.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=blinkclick
http://www.timberdoodle.com/HABA_Blink_Click_p/720-750.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=blinkclick


Spot the Fun!
Blink Click is a game of perspective. The mischievous animals at the zoo are weary 

of posing for photographs so they borrow a visitor’s camera and take pictures of 
each other. Now the camera is missing. Can you discern which animal took each 
picture? But wait, there are some pictures that only a zookeeper could have taken, 
so who really has the camera? Blink Click has two levels of difficulty and calls for 
2-6 players, ages 6+.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/HABA_Blink_Click_p/720-750.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=blinkclick
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Doodle and Win 
Play Doodle Dice Deluxe 

with your children and their 
brains will never be the 
same! Undeniably a cut above 
your ordinary dice, each of 
the six sides displays not 
numbers, not dots, but clever, 
imaginative squiggles. Blended 
together these squiggles can 
make a recognizable doodle. 
Lay out the differently colored 
cards representing varying 
degrees of doodle difficulty, 
roll your dice, and see if you 
can re-create the doodle. 
No reading required, so pre-
readers and older folks can 
play alongside the rest of the 
family. Perfect!

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Doodle_Dice_Deluxe_p/803-808.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=doodledice
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Doodle_Dice_Deluxe_p/803-808.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=doodledice
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Taiga_p/265-740.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=taiga


Who is Lurking in the Taiga?
Families of red foxes, porcupines, beavers, snowy owls, and 

caribou live in the Taiga. Take a walk in the woods and note 
what wildlife you can spot. Step softly, remember accurately 
what you see, and you will become the next park ranger 
extraordinaire. Fast, fun, and challenging, Taiga will not only 
strength your children’s memory skills but their counting and 
math skills as well. And they will want to play! This is a very 
durable and well-crafted game.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Taiga_p/265-740.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=taiga
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Taiga_p/265-740.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=taiga


We love this toy! My daughter 

(age 4) has loved it from day 1! 

She loves making the different 

patterns and looks forward to doing this 

each day. What a great way for her to 

visualize patterns. The case is sturdy wood 

with a magnetic white board inside. Great 

case!!” - Katherine S.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Imaginets_p/785-805.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=imaginets


Magnetic Design Blocks
Imaginets, with their brightly-colored magnetic blocks and full-color design challenges, 

develop essential skills every child needs. Not only do Imaginets encourage children to 
think, but also to explore and discover the way shapes can be combined to form intricate 
designs. The magnetic blocks can be arranged inside the sturdy wood carrying case to 
duplicate any of the fifty cards that include animals, faces, vehicles, and more. Plus, the 
magnetic board doubles as a dry-erase board, so your children can add a backdrop for 
their creations – how cool is that?
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Imaginets_p/785-805.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=imaginets
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Long Haul Thinking
Three cheery trucks are ready to 

load. Can your child stack the colorful 
cargo pieces properly so that none 
get snagged on an overpass?  
Trucky 3 containers are transparent, 
so your child can see how the puzzle 
blocks are stacked inside. Trucky 3 
vehicles are small, lightweight, and 
fit perfectly in children's hands. The 
forty-eight Trucky 3 puzzles 
range from super-easy to 
challenging.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Trucky_3_p/203-126.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=trucky3
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Usborne Little Children’s Travel Activity 
Book

Whether it is a long anticipated ”dream trip” or a simple 
jaunt to fetch some groceries, it is evident that children’s 
bodies were not designed for long stretches of strapped 
down inactivity. Distract them from their miseries with the 
Usborne Little Children’s Travel Activity Book. This vibrant 
activity book is jam-packed with travel-themed puzzles 
to solve, dot-to-dots, things to draw, spot-the-difference 
pictures, mazes, stickers, and lots, lots more. What a grand 
way to keep learning going as you fly from sea to shining 
sea!

http://www.timberdoodle.com/The_Usborne_Little_Childrens_Travel_Activity_Book_p/417-222.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=usbornelittletravel


I have 5 readers ages 15 

yrs to 8 yrs and even a few 

reluctant readers but all of 

them enjoy and find the 

Tintin books interesting. 

... They are excellent and 

have helped encourage 

reading time in our 

home.” - Monica B
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Tintin_Young_Readers_Set_p/234-300.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=tintinyoungreadersset
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World-renowned Graphic Novel
Tintin is one of the most popular graphic novel series of 

all time, with translations published in over fifty languages 
and more than 200 million copies of the books sold to 
date. The hero of the series is Tintin, a young Belgian 
investigative reporter who travels the world in search of 
the next notable event. The Tintin series includes such 
a wide variety of genres: brash adventures along with 
mysteries, political thrillers, science fiction, slapstick 
humor, even political and cultural satire; and each story will 
draw your child like a magnet.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Tintin_Young_Readers_Set_p/234-300.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=tintinyoungreadersset


Eyelike stickers 
Applying and removing stickers is not just an 

inexpensive way to keep preschoolers amused 
on long car trips, it is also an excellent means to 
strengthen their pincer skills, vital to strong fine 
motor skills. And Eyelike Stickers won’t leave a 

sticky residue or any residue at all after they’ve 
been removed. Each book contains hundreds 

of full-color, photo-quality stickers that are 
designed to be stuck on, peeled off, and 

stuck on again without losing their 
”stick.” 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Eyelike_Stickers_Animals_p/569-514.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=eyelikestickers


How Many Can You Find?
The Great Animal Search is a beautifully illustrated puzzle book with oodles of animals to 

search out on every double page. Hundreds of different kinds of animals can be spotted in 
scenes such as a steamy swamp, an arid desert, the exotic African plains, the breathtaking 
Great Barrier Reef, and more. TheThe Great Animal Search is a brilliant resource for your 
child to learn about spectacular animals and their breathtaking habitats around the world.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Usborne_The_Great_Animal_Search_p/417-201.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=greatanimalsearch


It’s extremely light and 
very easy to manipulate. 
Our 4 year old has some 
sensory issues and she 
LOVED it” - Jenny
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Blue_Bubber_5oz_Bucket_p/782-155.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=bubber


Bubber
Imported from Sweden, 

Bubber is an excellent 
source for tactile 
stimulation, improving 
gross- and fine-motor 
skills in a satisfyingly 
gentle way. 

Startlingly light, it 
leaves clean, sharp 
edges when cut and 
precise impressions 
when imprinted. Children 
enjoy working with 
Bubber because it is 
not sticky or gritty; it 
actually feels warm in 
their hands.

 And because it is 
so very soft, even the 
tiniest or weakest 
hands can shape this 
compound. Bubber never 
leaves a residue, never 
dries out, and cleans up 
quickly and easily. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Blue_Bubber_5oz_Bucket_p/782-155.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=bubber


   Squigz has won the following 

       awards:

Best in Play International Toyfair 2013 

Best Toys for Kids Award Winner 2013 - ASTRA

 

Parents’ Choice Approved Award 2013 

Major Fun Award 2013 - Toys, Family, Creative
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Squigz_Deluxe_Set_p/391-506.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=squigz
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Suction Construction
What is it about Squigz that appeal to every child that touches them? Is it the fun 

colors or the Seuss-ical creations, each one wackier than the last? The thrill of wearing 
silicone stuck to your face or the startling (yet hilarious) popping noise when the suction 
is broken? Squigz can be used to build wild sculptures and creatures while increasing 
your child’s creative, sensory, and fine-motor skills. Squigz come in eight different 
shapes, each shape a different color. Suitable for children ages three and up.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Squigz_Deluxe_Set_p/391-506.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=squigz
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Automoblox_s/1852.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=automoblox


Winner of multiple awards, the 

gorgeous Automoblox line has made a 

name for itself among families seeking 

quality. Constructed of furniture-

grade, hard maple, each vehicle is 

extremely sturdy. Part puzzle, part 

construction toy, part vehicle for 

pretend play, each vehicle is packed 

with design possibilities, so take it 

apart and reassemble it as often as 

you like. Create a multitude of different 

car styles! Like real cars, each vehicle 

comes with a unique 17-digit Vehicle 

Identification Number (VIN) that 

identifies the year and model of your 

car. 

The 18-piece S9 Police 
Cruiser  features:
• Translucent, nearly 

indestructible, 
aerodynamically-
designed light bar and 
windshield 

• Four removable metallic-
colored officers 

• Authentic dog-dish-style 
wheels 

The 20-piece X9 Fire SUV 
features:
• Translucent, nearly 

indestructible, 
aerodynamically-
designed light bar and 
windshield

• Four removable 
firefighters 

• Front and rear push bars 

The 18-piece T900 Rescue 
Truck features:
• Translucent, nearly 

indestructible, 
aerodynamically-
designed light bar and 
windshield. 

• Four removable metallic-
colored medics

• Tough, oversized rubber 
tires
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Round up your Robots!
With Bloco's newest construction toy set, Robot 

Invasion, your child can assemble an army of kooky 
or intimidating robots by following the child-friendly 
instructions. Or he could invent his own cyborg with 
Robot Invasion’s amazingly versatile high-density 
foam pieces and plastic connectors. Now your family is 
ready for an invasion of the intergalactic sort!

We got this as a gift and couldn’t 
be happier. I knew my boys 
would love it but I was surprised 
by the quality. The pieces 
are spongy but stay together 
amazingly well. When we 
opened the box my boys ages 4 
and 8 played with it for 2 hours. 
Never has that happened!” - 
Pepandcutsmom
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It’s Also a Puzzle!
Tegu Jungle Explorer’s 40-Piece set 

combines striking Honduran hardwoods 
with strong, invisible magnets and 
you have the stage set for hours of 
imaginative play. No other blocks can 
defy gravity like Tegu’s. And because 
of polarity, trying to get two blocks to 
connect adds a curious puzzle feature to 
block building! Built to inspire whimsical 
play for generations, Tegu’s natural 
colors, smooth finish, and very simple 
design make it stand out from all that is 
ubiquitous and short-lived. 

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Tegu_Jungle_Explorer_40_Piece_Set_p/857-040.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=tegujungle
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Exclusive Tegu Family Pack
Have a bunch of kids? Then you will want a bunch of blocks. No 

other blocks can defy gravity like Tegu. Tegu Family Pack contains 130 
pieces, including the versatile and elusive cube and sixteen wheels. 
This Timberdoodle exclusive set also includes our Tegu Family Pack 
eBook. Not only that, the Tegu Family Pack ships in its very own stylish 
cardboard storage container! The considerable number of shapes, 
colors, sizes, and pieces included will allow endless construction 
possibilities for your entire family.
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This is such a clever 

way of introducing this 

concept! We got this as a fun 

extra thing, but now my five 

year old is going to use it for our 

homelearners’ science fair this 

year! This is a safe, completely 

engaging, interactive product, 

we love it!” - Rachel
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Build Electronic Sculptures
Would you like to introduce simple circuits to your kindergartner 

without placing a soldering iron in his hands? Then you need the Squishy 
Circuits Hardware Kit. Using homemade conductive and resistant 
modeling dough, your child will build electronic sculptures that light up 
and make sounds. Because the kit uses modeling dough, your child will 
be able to explore a playful side of electricity in a fun, hands-on way. 
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Such a fun fun fun 

craft! My four year 

old learned how 

to use scissors doing 

this. He had such a blast 

cutting the pre-traced animal 

parts gluing them together and displaying his 

works of art” - Mama to 5

Scissor Kit with Projects 
My First Scissors Kit develops scissor skills in young children with ingenious animal 

projects and super-safe scissors. Kids can practice their fine-motor skills with 
the simple animal-print patterns, then use the glue stick and wiggly eyes to turn 
their clever cut-outs into amazing animals. My First Scissors Kit includes a pair of 
really cool, chunky fish scissors that make cutting paper easier for little hands and 
everything you need to make a multitude of displays. For ages four and up.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Creativity_For_Kids_My_First_Scissors_Kit_p/482-646.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=firstscissorskit
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Creativity_For_Kids_My_First_Scissors_Kit_p/482-646.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=firstscissorskit
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Djeco Friends Light Clay Kit
This whimsical Friends Light Clay kit will guide your young child bit by bit through the creation of five 

simple, flat, three-dimensional animals. Using ultra-light clay that air dries to lovely results, a variety of 
stickers, wiggly eyes, and a remarkable step-by-step color booklet, your child has everything he needs 
to complete a treasured piece of art. Suitable for children four years and older. 

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Djeco_Friends_Light_Clay_Kit_p/586-475.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=clayfriends
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Djeco_Friends_Light_Clay_Kit_p/586-475.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=clayfriends
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Innovative Animal Craft Kit for Kids
Djeco’s Hello Animals Moving Pictures is an innovative craft kit for kids. Just fasten the pieces to 

the boards to create comical animated pictures. Once finished, the picture boards can be moved for 
imaginative play and storytelling fun. This craft activity is great for developing fine motor skills for 
children ages 4 to 8. 

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Djeco_Hello_Animals_Moving_Pictures_Kit_p/586-218.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=helloanimals
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Djeco_Hello_Animals_Moving_Pictures_Kit_p/586-218.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=helloanimals


I got this for my 
5 year old for art 
class! She loves it! I 
was very impressed 
with the quality 
of the supplies 
and quantity of 
supplies.” - KatieG
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Something to Tweet Home About
Discover Colors: Chirp Chirp will introduce your four- to six-year-old to the thrill of 

painting. Both practical and inspiring, Chirp Chirp correctly assumes that children prefer 
to create only after they have some basic skills. With everything your very young artist 
needs to understand how to mix paint colors, Chirp Chirp provides her with amazingly 
simple instructions and lovely materials to work with. 
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Glitter Art in 
Dazzling, Exotic 
Colors

Everyone loves the pop 
and sparkle that glitter 
adds. Glitter Animals 
gives you all of that in 
dazzling, exotic Eastern 
colors so your child can 
create fanciful pictures 
of brilliantly patterned 
animals. Glitter Animals 
comes with four different 
sticky-faced boards with 
numbered stickers. One by 
one, your child pulls off the 
stickers, then sprinkles the 
appropriate glitter onto the 
sticky surface below. The 
box is ingeniously designed 
so you can work inside it, 
and any excess glitter pours 
easily back into the tube 
through a small hole in 
one corner, leaving minimal 
mess! 
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Beautiful 
Introductory Kit

Claire’s Oil Pastel 
Workshop is a beautiful 
introductory art set 
that teaches children 
how to work with gel 
pastels. Featuring vivid, 
charming jungle animal 
images, Claire’s Oil Pastel 
Workshop is designed to 
show how to create colorful 
art with oil pastels, and 
yields four works of art that 
will look magnificent on any 
wall. 
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...My first grader's 

favorite part is that 

it comes with two of 

each poster, so she has 

one where she follows 

the instructions, and 

one where she can do 

her own thing and get 

creative." - Stephanie, 

Colorado Springs, CO
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Learn How to Mix Colors
Djeco Discover Colors: Hide and Seek is practical, inspiring, and contains everything your 

young artist needs to understand how to mix paint colors. It provides her with brilliantly 
simple instructions and lovely materials like gouache paint, which is highly pigmented 
and delightful to work with. Following the spiral-bound, full-color picture instruction book, 
artists are clearly shown what colors and what quantities to mix together to make the 
shade needed to complete the whimsical pictures. 
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Finger-Painting with Purpose
Children love to create, but quickly tire of 

the aimlessness and tedium of the typical 
fingerpainting kit. Until they are comfortable 
with the materials and process, they also love 
direction. Djeco Finger Paint Kits excel in that. 

Bright and beautiful, smooth and creamy, Djeco 
Fingerpaints are completely non-toxic. There are 
two identical pictures of the four designs, so your 
children can consult the instruction booklet for 
one version and then use their imagination for 
the second print.   

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Djeco_Finger_Tracks_p/586-206.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=fingertracks
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Brain Candy
The Djeco Collages kit engages both 

sides of the brain to create eclectic 
art that is both hip and retro and is 
suitable for framing. The spiral-bound, 
wordless instruction booklet leads your 
child step by step through the process 
and reinforces fine-motor skills, visual 
discernment, counting, and logical 
sequencing. For ages four and older.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Djeco_Collages_for_Little_Ones_p/586-216.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=djecocollages
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My four year old loves this 

sticker-dressing book. It is a great 

way for him to practice eye/hand 

coordination and introduce him to 

a piece of history. Each 

page has a couple of 

sentences about 

the scene which is 

a nice starting point 

for explaining the war 

what it was about and who was 

involved.” - Wendi

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Usborne_Sticker_Dressing_s/1690.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=stickerdressing


Sticker Book History
From Ancient Greek soldiers to knights, World War pilots to UN Peacekeepers, secret 

agents to paramedics, your children will love dressing the figures in this collection of 
sticker books. The roughly two-hundred colorful stickers in each Sticker Dressing book 
include not only uniforms, but also typical accessories like weapons or tools. Each two-
page spread includes appealing, age-appropriate historical facts. For ages five and older.
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I can not believe how much 

my three year old daughter 

is loving the Mix and Measure Set. 

Within minutes of opening the box 

for the first time my daughter was 

busy pouring water from cup to cup 

laughing the entire time!! I see this set 

as being one that we will use for many 

many years to come...” - Kristy T.
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Learn Measuring by Mixing 
The Mix and Measure Set, with its innovative, child-friendly measuring tools, is an amazing 

addition to any homeschool lab. While your child is mixing up batches of Mystery Goo, 
Bubbles, Puffy Paint, Trail Mix, Three-Day Clay, and Slime Stencils, he will be gaining a basic 
understanding of measurement vocabulary and equivalencies. 
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My preschooler absolutely 

loves this kit. After we went 

though the experiment cards this 

kit became a favorite activity. I fill up 

some of the beakers with colored water 

and let all the kids have a ball mixing 

and pouring. We have had this kit for 

over a year and it has withheld major 

playtime.” - Aawzmom
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Preschooler-Sized Lab Tools
Sized just right for smaller, clumsier hands, this award-winning collection is not just for 

play. Each chunky tool in the Primary Science Kit actually works. Tiny bugs are magnified, 
measurement markers are accurate, and the sturdy tweezers add a dimension that less 
extensive sets leave out. Also includes a durable, unbreakable beaker; eyedropper; test tubes; 
activity cards; and more. This is the perfect science kit for preschoolers! 
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The best money we 

ever spent. My son just 

loves the curriculum. 

Science is one of 

his favorite subjects 

and this was a great 

program” - Ruben R.
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Seventy Child-Friendly Experiments in One Bag
For children who want to touch science and would rather see science in 

action than read about it, Big Bag of Science can be a joyous exploration 
of the mysteries and wonders of science. When a science kit includes 
the immensely popular Insta-Snow, Quicksand Powder, Stretching Slime, 
Worm Goo, Garbled Marbles, and much more, you can know your child 
will be clamoring for "just one more”! This kit includes Timberdoodle’s 
exclusive eGuide with tips, tricks, and a schedule to make the kit last all 
year!
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I bought the 
complete set on the 
recommendation from 
a fellow homeschooler 
and friend. I was able to 
put this together with 
three of my children 
ages ranging from 3 to 
10. We had lots of fun 
putting it together and 
finding where the states 
and countries went. I 
recommend these highly! 
My children keep asking 
to put them together 
again!!” - Jessie
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Award-winning Puzzles!
Jumbo-sized and brightly colored, 

GeoPuzzle pieces are easy for chubby 
hands to manipulate. As children 
assemble the puzzles, they learn not 
only each country's or state's name, 
shape, and capital, but where it is 
located and how the entire continent 
fits together. 
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It’s All About Jesus
If you want an insightful children’s Bible 

storybook, where the overshadowing story is 
Jesus, The Jesus Storybook Bible does it nicely. A 
masterpiece for family discussion, the concepts 
reflected in this storybook Bible are firmly 
grounded in Scripture and will help your children 
to see the presence of Jesus throughout the entire 
Bible.
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I have read this book 

to my kids and they 

love it but when I 

read it out loud I get 

choked up sometimes 

because of how 

profoundly the author 

communicates the 

love of God. ” - MamaJ

http://www.timberdoodle.com/The_Jesus_Storybook_Bible_p/079-179.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=JesusStorybook
http://www.timberdoodle.com/The_Jesus_Storybook_Bible_p/079-179.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=47&utm_campaign=JesusStorybook


For You -  
and Your Church

If your family has fallen in love 
with the Jesus Storybook Bible, 
then the Jesus Storybook Bible 
DVDs will delight you. Far more 
biblical and Jesus-centered than 
dancing vegetables or chubby 
bugs, this series contains 44 
stories lifted from the original 
Jesus Storybook Bible. Each 
story is beautifully narrated by 
British actor David Suchet and 
the simple, clean animation 
matches the original vibrant 
and quirky illustrations. If 
your church, woman’s group, 
or family Bible study uses 
videos as babysitters, the Jesus 
Storybook Bible DVDs would 
make an excellent gift. 
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What’s New?

What’s Missing?

What’s Different?
Young scholars love to learn and love 

to create. What’s New? What’s Missing? 
What’s Different? combines those 
two delights into one sure-to-please 
workbook. From drawing different pillows 
under napping cats, to finding the unusual 
flamingos in the flock, even completing 
the parts of the dogs that are missing, 
What’s New? What’s Missing? What’s 
Different? inspires your young learners to 
discern both broad and subtle differences 
and respond creatively. 
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